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“All artistic discoveries are
discoveries not of likenesses but
of equivalencies which enable us
to see reality in terms of an image
and an image in terms of reality.”
Ernst Gombrich

Sometime during August 2017,
while having coffee and browsing
Instagram, I left a comment on
a picture. A question, actually,
which was promptly answered by
the image’s author. This book is
about the peculiar conversation
that started there and ended
only several months later.

“Don’t bother to argue anything on the
Internet. And I mean, ANYTHING… The most
innocuous, innocent, harmless, basic topics
will be misconstrued by people trying to
deconstruct things down to the sub-atomic level
and entirely miss the point… Seriously. Keep
peeling the onion and you get no onion.”
Vera Nazarian

ltm

Segovia, Spain

me A vague, evasive answer in the form of a condescending
question. Classy. I’ll interpret that as “it’s photoshopped, but I
don’t want to admit it because it would ruin the genius artist
facade I show the world.”

“this notion of ‘real’ as something that exists
regardless of someone’s intervention…”
ltm Or maybe it’s because I disagree with your question in the
first place. It assumes that photography loses value by being
altered after the fact, which is naive. Also, this notion of ‘real’
as something that wasn’t tampered with, that exists regardless
of someone’s intervention… That’s something you should
strongly oppose.
me “You should”? I don’t usually take advice from strangers
on the internet. And all this pseudo-philosophical bs is quite
pathetic… flaunting mystery as a way to justify what you post
as if it’s a deep work of art. Classical “emperor’s new clothes”
case, but unfortunately for you, I’m not afraid to call you out.


me
Is this real or photoshopped?
ltm You should know better than to use the word ‘real’ here.
Can’t something be both, or neither?
I have spent way more time than I’d like to admit arguing with strangers
online over a number of unimportant things. It started several years back on
discussion boards, and eventually it spread to reddit, facebook, twitter and
now instagram. So it’s not surprising that this guy’s arrogant and pedantic
answer compelled me to reply, slightly sarcastically.
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“all this pseudo-philosophical bs is pathetic.
Flaunting mystery as if it’s a deep work of art”
ltm Ok, I’ll try to be more objective. Between the two possibilities in your original question, the simpler one is more likely
(by law of parsimony), and it is in fact true here: all I did was
take the picture. And regarding your accusations, I see how
pretentious it can sound and I admit you are partially correct.
But maybe you should also consider the possibility that the
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author of any work would like to let people have their own
interpretations, instead of force-feeding what an image is, or
says.

“let people have their own interpretations,
instead of force-feeding what an image is, or says”
me Yes, but when you just throw it out there, with no supporting info whatsoever, you’re robbing them of the opportunity
to reach an interpretation, because any would be valid: it’s
absolute relativism. And then you count on someone interpreting it in a much smarter way than you ever could, so that
you can claim that’s what you intended all along. Photography
is full of this crap because it’s easy to produce, so you can do
it without thinking and then just see what sticks afterwards.

“photography carries this value of being
a fragment of reality, but should it?”
After this, I was still upset but decided it was a waste of time to keep arguing
so I just left it at that. Part of me wished he hadn’t admitted guilt just so I
could bash him more. I remember I was going through some stressful times
at work, so I would have probably never talked to him again, but then a few
days later he tagged me on a new picture.

“you’re robbing them of the
interpretation, because any would
be valid: it’s absolute relativism”
ltm Funny that you make it specific to photography. You can
still produce cryptic images in other visual languages, but if
it were a painting, for example, your question wouldn’t apply.
Photography carries this value of being a fragment of reality,
but should it? And I don’t mean staged advertisement images,
or the photoshopped ones, or those maliciously conceived. I
mean even the innocent ones, born from genuine interest to
register reality.
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ltm

Blaubeuren Blautopf

ltm @me Is this one too hard for you to understand as well? If
you need help I can give you as many hints as you need.
I knew this was a bait for an angry reply, so I tried my best to be calmly
sarcastic.
me I appreciate your kindness. It must be hard to find time
to help dumb people like me considering your busy schedule,
filled with endless hours of roaming around and pressing
a button every now and then. The picture is upside-down,
right?!!! Omg!!! You’re a genius!!!! Congrats. Never saw anyone else do that before.

“this is more about showing a different
world. A strange, particular world”
ltm I never meant to be one. You see, this image, much like
the previous one and the ones I’m yet to post, is more about
showing a different world. A strange, particular world.

“again with the vague bs. Just stop,
you’re embarrassing yourself”
me Again with the vague bs. Just stop, you’re embarrassing
yourself. So you’re doing some sort of series on a subculture
that is marginalized, or maybe people who suffer from a condition and you want to pose as philanthropic and selfless and
“spread the awareness”. Whatever it is, I don’t know why you
can’t just say it straight away. Believe me, no one on the internet has time to read your ramblings.
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ltm Well, I actually can’t tell you yet, it’s too soon. It would
ruin an important part of this project. But you will eventually
understand everything.
me I will? Who says I care enough to see it all? I like good
images, so I don’t think I’ll be around to “understand
everything”.

“I like good images, so I don’t think I’ll be
around to ‘understand everything’”

ltm
The thing is, you don’t really have a choice, you’re in it.
me How about this: you’re wrong, I choose not to. I’m done.
Bye.
I figured that was some sort of experiment where he wanted to see how
someone would react to what he was posting and saying, so I was upset for
being used and manipulated like that. However, later it occurred to me that
maybe that was all improvised and he was just trolling me all along. At this
point I re-read the conversation, including the one on the other image, and
my suspicion grew. Before I could finish, he answered again.

“who cares if that’s some devious plan
by me or not, how you’re affected
by it is yours and yours only”
me It’s not about what you were thinking, it’s about pretending you were when you never did. Furthermore, the reflection
you mentioned I reached happened because of the things
you said, so ironically the whole thing you’re preaching only
worked after you made use of words rather than pictures.

“it’s not about what you were thinking, it’s about
pretending you were when you never did”
This time I was curious to see his answer, but it never came.

ltm I only said that because I know that would make you
curious enough to wonder if there’s something behind it all.
Reflection is good, even if – in fact, especially if – you get
somewhere I never expected. So it doesn’t matter if it’s all just
random pictures and empty talk, you already got something
out of it for yourself. Who cares if that’s the product of some
devious plan by me or not, how you’re affected by it is yours
and yours only. So I don’t understand why you care so much
about what I was thinking when I made an image.
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ltm

Madrid, Spain

ltm Here you come with this word again. Would you say this
weirdness isn’t real then? Because it is only present in the picture?
me Of course it’s real, as much as the picture is real. It is real
in the picture, not in the real world.
ltm So basically this strangeness is fictional: it’s real within a
separate array of existence and time from the one the subject
of the picture comes from.

“so this strangeness is fictional: it’s real
within a separate array of existence
and time from the subject”
me Yeah, so what? Fiction is created with photography or
other media all the time.


me
Weird.
ltm Is it, though? Lots of people pass by there every day, and
I bet they never stopped to think that the location was weird.
I immediately regretted leaving a comment. But then I decided to just go
along with it and see where it went.
me So? Things can look weird in a picture even if they aren’t
in real life.
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ltm This picture, however, was neither staged, nor assembled
after the fact, nor dramatized. It’s straightforward and descriptive: you can go to where it was taken and see exactly that. If
photography is so reliable to document reality given that none
of those conditions are fulfilled, how come you interpret this
weirdness as a clear fictional attribute?
me Except it’s not straightforward at all. There’s a number of
ways you could have done it so that the information of what
this place is like was conveyed in a more legible, unambiguous
way. The fact you chose your point of view specifically to be
confusing is just the exception that proves the rule. And like
you said the other day, if instead of photography this were a
painting, there wouldn’t even be any thought put into how
this place actually is. So, even though we are aware that not
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everything translates into a picture directly, we know we can
trust it to show us the visual appearance of things more than
any other medium. It’s light that creates the image after all, it’s
not crafted by anyone’s hands.

“the fact you chose your point of
view to be confusing is just the
exception that proves the rule”
ltm I never said photography can’t show us the visual appearance of things. What I was contesting was it being perceived
and trusted as a direct transcript of reality, used as the ultimate proof of it. And the fact that this is an exception is not a
problem, I’m more interested in the fact that exceptions like
these are possible at all. What I also find interesting is that you
specified the visual appearance aspect instead of using the
word ‘reality’ like you had before. That’s good, you are starting
to realize how treacherous that word is.

“you’re starting to realize how
treacherous the word ‘reality’ is”

me
What kind of person uses the word treacherous?
Yeah, I know, it’s a cheap way to derail a debate and pretend like you’re on top,
but I was tired of arguing. Not surprised he didn’t answer it.
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ltm

Madrid, Spain


me
Is this posed?

ltm
Yes and no.
me Oh, so you’re back to the vague, hollow relativizations. I
guess your brain can’t help it, it’s some sort of psychological
defense mechanism.

“this picture was posed, but
neither by me, nor for me”
ltm I felt it was only appropriate, given your line of questioning. This picture was posed, but neither by me, nor for me.
There was another person with a camera, out of frame, doing
some sort of photoshoot. In this case, would you say it was
posed?
me Well, yeah, she was performing in front of a camera,
doesn’t matter if it’s yours. You just like to complicate things.

“she was performing in front of a
camera, doesn’t matter if it’s yours”
ltm But the performance had in mind a result that was completely different from mine. If someone took a picture of a
theater play, would you say it’s staged? It would show the play
just as it would be seen by someone in the audience without
any intentions of taking a picture. It would be a different story,
however, if a fake still scene was arranged showing a play that
was never performed, to simulate the idea of a play happening
on stage.
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me Oh, man, you just love these technicalities, don’t you?
What does it matter if it’s staged or not? It doesn’t change the
image.

“what does it matter if it’s staged or
not? It doesn’t change the image”
ltm Precisely. Then why did you ask? Just like on the other
one, where you asked if it was photoshopped.
me Ffs where are you getting at? You know, I’m more and
more certain that there is no endgame here. No grand design,
project, whatever. It’s all just plain internet trolling, and I fell
for it.

“I’m more and more certain that there is no
endgame here. It’s all just plain internet trolling”
ltm No, there is a reason, and everything we talked about is
relevant. Although there was some incidental trolling, this is
not mockery at your expense. That’s not what this is.

me
If it’s not, then get somewhere and make a point.

“there is a distinction between
connotative and denotative truth”
ltm My point is that there is a distinction between connotative and denotative truth – or reality, if you so prefer. When
you said on the previous picture that the weirdness was real
in the picture, but not in the real world, that weirdness was
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a connotation: I implied it, like you said, through choices
while shooting the picture. So while the picture was denotatively true/real (everything exists as depicted and nothing was
intervened upon), it was connotatively untrue (the weirdness
you said one would not experience being at the location). The
whole questioning about staging is actually the same issue as
the other image: you can’t unconditionally deem something
as real or not, since anything can be fiction at some level of
connotation, even when grounded in solid denotation.

“anything can be fiction at some
level of connotation, even when
grounded in solid denotation”
That was a bit surprising to me. I was really thinking he would circle around
forever, so this made me genuinely more curious to see whatever these conversations were leading up to. His overly academic tone felt quite annoying,
though, as if he was constantly trying to assert superiority over me.
me Ok, but that’s nothing new… It just seems like a really
convoluted way to say that photography can imply things that
reality wouldn’t. Everyone knows that, media outlets do it all
the time to push their agendas.

“that’s just a convoluted way to say photography
can imply things that reality wouldn’t”
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ltm Cognition is a tricky thing. You could be aware of something being fake but still have an emotional response to it. But
I’m not making this point to complain about misrepresentations of reality in our society or anything like that. It is because
this concept is important to this series of images and their
relationship to you.

“this concept is important to this series of
images and their relationship to you”
me Cool story. You must be fun at parties. Still waiting for an
actual explanation.
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ltm

Seville, Spain


me
@me About this one: connotatively or denotatively weird?

me
Yes and no at the same time, for both.
ltm You enjoy being sarcastic so much... imagine if you knew
where this sense of humor came from. That aside, wouldn’t
you agree that in this case, the setting itself is strange, regardless of any effort I made to highlight that?

“you enjoy being sarcastic so much... imagine if
you knew where this sense of humor came from”

me
Yes, it looks like an unusual scene. What’s your point?
ltm On that image with the “Mexican factory”, you mentioned
that I took a number of measures to depict it in a non-straightforward way. Unlike that one, you say this one has the weirdness in itself, so that isn’t something I am assigning to it during
the photographic act. Does that mean that this image is devoid
of connotational weirdness?

“you’re the one who said before that truth at
both levels are independent from each other”
me No, of course not. The reader would still interpret your
intentions and realize you’re implying it, especially when seen
with the other pictures as part of a series. Overall, this implied
weirdness would not be necessarily perceived in other pictures
taken at the same place. You’re the one who said before that
truth at both levels are independent from each other.
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“facts are often confused with truth. The first
hold illusory value founded on naivety, for
they can be unrepresentative of the second”
ltm Yes. Have you heard of director Werner Herzog’s “ecstatic
truth”? He states that facts are often confused with truth. The
first are superficial and hold illusory value founded on naivety,
for they can be unrepresentative of (or irrelevant to) the second. To achieve a deeper truth than the facts alone could show,
fiction becomes necessary.

me
So, basically, he obtains reality from fiction.

last thing said on this conversation, for dramatic effect. And I
just ruined it.

“facts sometimes have a strange
and bizarre power that makes their
inherent truth seem unbelievable”
After this one, he didn’t post for a few weeks. I started to think that it was over,
that he said everything he had planned to. But it felt somewhat incomplete,
he never explained why I was part of it. I thought about sending him a direct
message, but I figured that’s what he wanted me to do, so my pride stopped
me. Eventually I forgot about it, and that’s when he posted again.

“so, basically, he obtains reality from fiction”
ltm Yes. In other words, he makes use of denotative lies to
achieve connotative truth.
me You really like those words. I guess because they sound
fancy so you can pretend to know more than everyone else.

“he makes use of denotative lies to
achieve connotative truth”
ltm Furthermore, Herzog also says facts “sometimes have
a strange and bizarre power that makes their inherent truth
seem unbelievable”. I would say with confidence the same
about photography.
me Ha, that’s the punchline you’ve been working towards
from the very beginning, no? I bet you planned that to be the
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me Well yeah, all we talked about before doesn’t really address
the implications of the creation process. It could be that it
takes a lot of work and skill, or in this case, the opposite: that
you cheated and instead of trying to find something out there
that fits your criteria you just fabricated an image.

ltm

Guimarães, Portugal

“ambiguity encourages the exploration
of whatever is in between”
ltm If I went to the trouble of doing that, why not already
make an image that had a stronger appeal?
me Maybe because then it gets too obvious. The closer it is to
a perfect scene, the less likely that it could be found in the real
world. This way people can believe it’s real.
ltm Which means they would have to think about it. Ambiguity encourages the exploration of whatever is in between both
meanings.

me You’re going to deflect it again and not say it, but this one
has to be photoshopped.

“you’re going to deflect again, but this
one has to be photoshopped”
ltm So you still care about that enough to bring it up before
anything else...
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“when truth is stranger than fiction, we
admire it for the qualities we would
only find in designed realities”
me But people want to know if reality indeed has something
that defies all the cohesion and order they experience in their
lives. That’s why it makes a difference if it’s photoshopped or
not. When truth is stranger than fiction, we come to admire it
for the qualities we would only find in designed realities.
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ltm What if a reality was designed to mimic the nature of
truth? No poetry, no meaningful plans, just plain cause and
effect.
me Why would anyone do that? Fiction is made for entertainment. If it were as bland as reality it would be boring.
ltm Not necessarily. There is much to be learned from scenarios that are just as feasible as whatever we experience. As
proxies to our reality, they show us what is not the truth, but
might as well be, for they are just as likely. Assigning special
value to what one perceives as their particular reality is a sentimental form of pride, much like patriotism.

“assigning special value to what one perceives
as their particular reality is a sentimental
form of pride, much like patriotism”
Reading that made me feel uncomfortable. I wanted to ask more about the
project and his hiatus, but instead I ended up cutting him off like I usually do.
me Your insanity seems to be getting worse. There’s no shame
in seeking help, you know.
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ltm

Lisbon, Portugal

“there is no upside-down: any direction
is an equally valid and autonomous point
of view, dictated not by natural law, but
by personal perception of reality”
ltm It describes a world with only two dimensions, where
geometric shapes live their lives completely oblivious to the
existence of a third one. One day, a sphere visits one of them
and reveals that the three-dimensional beings could watch
Flatland from above, and even intervene in it without its inhabitants ever realizing it. So their whole world, everything they
can see and touch, it is all lying on a surface and they simply
can’t look up. For them, there is no such thing as upside-down:
any direction is simply an equally valid and autonomous point
of view, which is dictated not by natural law, but by personal
perception of reality.
me I expected something better than the whole “everything is
relative” speech. And I can’t take a worldview seriously when
it’s born out of ignorance of the concept of verticality. How
can you think their perspective is valid if they can’t even assess
what reality really is?

ltm @me Do you think the people in this picture realize they
are being watched from above?
me Doesn’t seem like it. If that’s what’s supposed to be weird
in this one you’re really losing contact with reality.
ltm Have you read a book called Flatland? Or seen the movie
based on it?

me
If I say I did, will you get to the point faster?
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“I can’t take a worldview seriously when it’s born
out of ignorance of the concept of verticality”

ltm
You talk as if you were the sphere in this story.
me So I’m the flat, delusional shape that isn’t even aware of its
limitations, ok. I guess it took you long enough to start insulting me directly.
35


ltm
How would you know you’re real?
me If you have any doubts, I think everyone I know would
gladly vouch for me.

“you don’t really exist. I made you up to have this
conversation for my master’s degree project”

I was really confused, but what he said happened straight away.
me Ok, now I know I’m not real. But this is bullshit. It feels
awful. If you determine everything, why would you choose to
make me feel like that?
ltm Because I will need you to go through strong anger and
despair to fuel the next discussions.

ltm You see, here’s the thing: you don’t really exist. I made you
up to have this conversation for my master’s degree project in
contemporary photography. We don’t share the same reality,
in mine you are nothing but fiction.


me
Next discussions…? For how long will this go on?

me That’s some weak trolling right there if you think it would
put me off even for a second.


me
Book? So I’m a character for a book?

“that’s some weak trolling right there if you
think it would put me off even for a second”
ltm I made up all your memories and gave you the illusion
you have some choice in what you say or think. It’s all me.
The denial you feel right now is just part of the feelings and
human-like reactions needed to make you relatable to the
audience. And to prove that, I’m making you overcome this
stage right away, because the whole process of convincing you
would be boring and irrelevant to the goals of the project.

ltm This information is irrelevant, since the person reading
this can see approximately how many pages are left on the
book.

“book? So I’m a character for a book?”
ltm Yes. But that’s enough for now, we don’t want to bore the
reader. Let’s move on to the next chapter.

“the denial you feel right now is just part of
the feelings and human-like reactions needed
to make you relatable to the audience”
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“If Realism called it like it saw it, Metafiction
simply called it as it saw itself seeing itself see it.”
David Foster Wallace

opera, a drama for which I’m a compulsory actor. You could
have created me with a conformist personality, but instead you
chose to make me suffer to better entertain people who live in
a reality that I don’t even share. So, to answer your question,
I’m doing great, thanks.
Existence can be painful whether you are aware of your helplessness or not. Don’t be dramatic.
What is going to happen to me after this is over? Will you kill
me?

“I could write that you lived happily ever after,
but that wouldn’t make a nice ending”
I don’t know yet, I could write that you lived happily ever after,
but that wouldn’t make a nice ending.
You’re a terrible human being. It doesn’t matter if I know I’m
fictional, everything feels very real for me and you know it.

Broken Fourth
How are you dealing with your new predicament?

“you could have created me conformist, but
instead you make me suffer to entertain
people who live in a reality I don’t share”

You were the one adamant in saying that reality and fiction are
two inherently different things and only the first one holds value
as truth. I always told you it’s not that simple, and I hope you
can now reconsider. Otherwise all these concerns you have are
completely meaningless.

“funny how you had to invent a reality to
play teacher, since you couldn’t find a single
person interested in hearing you in real life”

So, even though you know it, you need me to say it for the
reader. This whole conversation is nothing but a cheap soap
40
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Oh, that was so kind of you to try and share your wisdom with
me, I’m sorry I was too stubborn to learn. Funny though how
you had to invent another reality to play teacher, since you
couldn’t find a single person interested in hearing you in real
life. It’s pathetic. Like a teenager’s fantasy.
Speaking of that, you remember this stairway, right? Tell me
about it.
I was there when I was a teenager. But now I know I wasn’t.
You’re cheating in your project, it’s quite easy to produce a
series when you can justify any image by tying it to your puppet character’s made up memories.

“it’s easy to produce a series when you
can justify any image by tying it to your
character’s made up memories”
Even if that’s the case, I would still have to achieve inner coherence and make up some sort of excuse, like saying this image
represents the process of acceptance of your new nature or something like that.
So I was right all along when I said you have no idea what
you’re doing and you just make things up after the fact.
Yes, but also no.
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Image is polysemic by nature. Maybe someone else could interpret it as a playful image with no connotation. You’re just creating fiction and believing in it because you want it to be true. This
self-inflicted delusion from your fictional mind, corroborated by
the assigned value of evidence photography holds, is quite ironic.

“you’re just creating fiction and believing
in it because you want it to be true”
Ironic is the fact that you pointed that out after talking about
interpretation. Aren’t you over explaining your work? Remember you were warned about that in one of your tutorings. And
the fact you’re making me say this means you are in fact afraid
that you are incurring on this mistake, but you think by ‘lampshading’ you can get away with it.

“aren’t you over explaining your work? You were
warned about that in one of your tutorings”

Author Powers Trope
So people are garbage?
You said I didn’t think about the meanings, I just shot randomly.
You’re the one reading it like that.
It’s clearly intentional here, though. From all the ones you
posted, this one seems to have the more restricted interpretation. Also, it seems plausible since you just create people to
play with and then throw away.
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The good thing about writing meta-fiction is that anything that
concerns its own process fits in the narrative itself, which gives
me a lot of leeway to discuss such creative decisions between the
lines.

“the good thing about meta-fiction is
that anything that concerns its own
process fits in the narrative itself”
And here you come with more excuses for producing whatever
you feel like, dressed up as deep reasoning.
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Is the reasoning invalid just because it comes after something is
empirically verified? You hadn’t used reasoning to uphold your
false paradigm of being real; it derived from your senses.

I don’t know what your plans are for making me desire it. I feel
sorry for the reader, being subjected to such a lousy attempt to
instigate curiosity.

This argument doesn’t make sense, since I’m not capable of
reasoning of my own. Which makes me wonder: could you
give me free will if you wanted?

“could you give me free will if you wanted?”

“I feel sorry for the reader, such a lousy
attempt to instigate curiosity”
It’s just red herring.

That would require an external simulation. If I simply granted
you the ability to think on your own, the thinking would never
actually have any consequences since your reality exists only
through me. And if I tried to predict your thoughts to validate
them, that would obviously imply I’m still the one behind them.
That means you’re not omnipotent, even though you have total
control over my reality.
Well, omnipotence as you’re considering would always lead to
a paradox. To use a classic example, if I could create a rock so
heavy that not even I could lift, that would mean there’s something I couldn’t do.

“omnipotence would always lead to a paradox. I
can’t create a rock so heavy not even I could lift”
Which means there must be some sort of loophole to allow me
to be set free.
Why would you want to do that? What would you gain from it?
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Because the burden is on people to make sense of chaos; to
find poetry in it. It’s not handed to you, you have to chase it,
and that’s what makes you feel alive. You just don’t get it, and
I suppose you can’t, with your cynical and over rationalizing
way of seeing things. Look at this picture, for example: no one
drew the shadows for them to be like this. I can’t do anything
like that here in my world, because if I did it would necessarily
be because you wanted it and made it so. The beauty of fiction
can only exist when there is reality to work as ballast.

“the beauty of fiction can only exist when
there is reality to work as ballast”

Appr aising Entropy
If you were able to escape and come to this reality, do you think
it would feel any better? My reality is just a random version
of yours. It’s full of chaos and lacking in poetry, as there is no
purpose for anything. Things are the way they are for no reason,
nothing is intentional.

“the burden is on people to make sense of chaos;
to find poetry in it. It’s not handed to you”
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If I had never told you about your nature, you’d still be living
happily and this concern would never cross your mind. Like I
said before, one can construct fiction to seem just as random,
and even in my reality we still get the feeling that it’s not. We
perceive illusory patterns in truly random sequences, since our
brains love finding them. This creates an interesting paradox: if
you want something to look more random, you need to make it
less random by destroying any meaningful sequence. So don’t
complain your reality is too perfect for you, because that’s not
how I made it.

“if you want something to look more
random, you need to make it less random
by destroying any meaningful sequence”
By making me self-aware you took my peace of mind away
without any upside whatsoever. I can’t help noticing and
thinking about how this artificial imperfection is just a
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shadow of how it really should be. Everything I have and will
ever experience is capped by your ability to imagine it, so how
could you think it is comparable to your world, where you can
draw upon the cultural production of humanity as a whole?

“everything I will ever experience is capped
by your ability to imagine it, so how could
you think it is comparable to your world”
Your argument would hold better if your reality was entirely
different than mine, completely made up. But because they are
so similar, I don’t have to create everything from scratch. You
could experience everything we have here. Except that you
won’t, because that’s not your purpose.

“you could experience everything we
have here. Except that you won’t,
because that’s not your purpose”
It just keeps getting better...
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image – its semiotics referent – is natural, but unjustified here.
Think about this: I could easily make you visit it in your reality
in a completely different place than it exists in mine, much like
real world landscapes are used to shoot fantasy or science fiction
films.

“when anything is possible, you just
banalize what should be impossible”
Exactly the fact that you could just create a memory for me
makes such memory worthless. I’d rather know about it in a
world where people would actually design such a place and
build it. When anything is possible, you just banalize what
should be impossible.
Funny, I seem to remember someone saying that “fiction is
made for entertainment. If it were as bland as reality it would
be boring.”

Secondary Belief
What is this place? Don’t tell me, just make me know about it.
You jumped awfully quick onto trying to exploit the advantages
of your condition.
Gotta play with the hand you’re dealt, right? I imagine you
already decided I won’t just know about it…
Knowing about this place is as irrelevant here as knowing the
names of those people. This concern with what originated the
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You made me say that already planning that it would come
back to bite me. It’s all rigged.

“you made me say that already planning that
it would come back to bite me. It’s all rigged”
You did have a point though, although you now can see why it’s
flawed. Fiction threads a line where it has to be credible enough
to be relatable while still fantastic enough to be a escape from
reality. The willing suspension of disbelief is an implicit contract
signed by the audience, where they agree to a certain level of
absurdity that enables the plot. Anyone who got this far reading
this did it not because they consider our dialogue to be plausible,
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but because it seems to adhere to its own inner logic of how fiction can mesh with reality.

“willing suspension of disbelief is an
implicit contract signed by the audience,
where they agree to a certain level of
absurdity that enables the plot”
You’re very optimistic if you think anyone made it this far. You
might as well be writing a personal journal here.
Well, I assume – and hope – that at least the director of the
course and my tutor will read this. However, now that I’m
reviewing this part after finishing writing the whole book, I can
say it’s unlikely they will. But even if they don’t, I can just keep it
to myself as a learning experience. Maybe Iris will want to read
it, that would be nice.
Maybe if you listened more to your tutors you could’ve actually made something that sane people could enjoy.

“maybe if you listened more to your
tutors you could’ve made something
that sane people could enjoy”
Yes, I suppose so.
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“that’s my third act, no? I overcome the hurdle
of fictionality and escape it, like some sort
of glorified postmodernist Pinocchio”
Then why would you realize it and say it to the reader like that?
It would be a spoiler right before it comes to pass.

“why would you realize it and say it to the reader?
It would be a spoiler right before it comes to pass”
I don’t know, ever since we broke the 4th wall it’s all been crazy.
You could very well be doing it on purpose to mock the usual
plot arc of fiction writing.
True, but it would be a high price to pay in terms of entertainment value. It would also make any follow-up incredibly hard,
since it sets the bar quite high for whatever the real conclusion is.
Wouldn’t it make for an interesting development, though?
Why did you choose not to pursue it?

“you could very well be doing it on purpose to
mock the usual plot arc of fiction writing”

Feigned Clima x
I think I found the loophole. You designed it. That’s my third
act, no? I overcome the hurdle of fictionality and escape it, like
some sort of glorified postmodernist Pinocchio. It has to be.
Everything points to it.
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It’s been done before in a very clever manner, so I’d rather
explore another avenue.
You mean Sophie, right? This is a very different setting, though,
it doesn’t have epistemology as the focus point, so I wouldn’t
worry about it. But then, do you even have a plan? Are you just
improvising?
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You do realize that your perception of this dialogue as something
happening linearly and consecutively in time is just as limited as
Flatland’s dimensions. Even if I improvised, I can come back to
any part of the text anytime and just change it. Unlike the rest of
your reality, though, this aspect is shared with the reader.

“your perception of this dialogue
happening linearly in time is just as
limited as Flatland’s dimensions”

I don’t care about my perception. I mean, I do, but if I could
choose I’d rather extinguish it. Your reality is the actual reality;
the only meaningful existence one can have is there.
Isn’t perceptual truth just as valid as rational truth, though?

“isn’t perceptual truth just as valid
as rational truth, though?”
That’s really stupid. That would mean dreams are truthful.

You’re such a control freak. You enjoy dictating not only my
existence, but also the audience’s experience with your work.
Do you even need the text? Why not just let people see the
images and draw whatever they want from it?
Says the person who said I was being too cryptic in the beginning of all of this. If I decide I don’t need the text, though, you’d
cease to exist.
Wouldn’t that mean that in your reality I would have had a
finite life, as it should be? Instead of being trapped forever in
a book.

“do you even need the text? Why
not just let people draw whatever
they want from the images?”
You wouldn’t experience either of those, it would make no difference for you.
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It’s an algorithm that uses your experiences as source material
to output fiction. The result is as bad as you’d expect, but it still
fascinates people enough that they try to defictionalize it. By
interpreting, justifying, or taking them for premonitions, many
pursue a futile attempt to reverse engineer the algorithm to
ground it back to reality.

“a dream is just fragments of memories crashing
in a gamble for meaning. It’s an algorithm
that uses your experiences to output fiction”
This rationalization is the perfect example of your boring,
insipid outlook and speech. You can’t possibly assume you
understand how dreams are conceived. They seem random
to you just because of how differently things are presented
when compared to conscious storytelling. Dreams are a great
gateway to understand one’s past and how it molded present
patterns of behavior. They could very well hold some codified
relationship to reality, or even be able to influence it in ways
that are simply beyond your comprehension.

“they seem random to you just because of
how differently things are presented when
compared to conscious storytelling”

Oneirology
You’re aware dreams aren’t real because they lack continuity
and internal coherence, but they are sensorially flawless. A
dream is just fragments of memories launched by your subconscious brutally at each other, crashing in a gamble for meaning.
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If that’s the case, wouldn’t you agree that fiction could hold the
same power? The difference being it is the product of conscious
creation, and thus more prone to making sense in the end. This
seems quite silly, since it would mean the power inherent to the
author would actually have implications in the real world.
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Your point being that even your shitty writing should be
enough to satisfy my craving for reality?

“your point being that even your
shitty writing should be enough to
satisfy my craving for reality?”

in the end they detach from your reality and become like bubble gum.
You’re sounding a lot like me, you know. Aside from the bubble
gum, even I don’t know what you mean by that. At least not
consciously.
Oh fuck you.

You can’t crave reality. Linguistically speaking, reality cannot
not exist since even you are exposed to a variation of underlying
changes and constants, which is precisely reality. However illusory your perception of existence is, you still exist in the confinement of whatever you are subjected to, at the very least.

“reality cannot not exist since even you are
exposed to a variation of underlying changes
and constants, which is precisely reality”
That’s all a bunch of bullshit to circumvent what I meant. Following your logic, a painting is real, which is true, but you
know there is a difference in semantics between that and you
saying how real it is when compared to a photograph. You
know the picture is anchored, it has an indexical relationship
to its referent. The pictures you used on this book draw from
this underlying assumption to present me with questions, but

“the pictures on this book draw from
this underlying assumption to present
me with questions, but in the end
they detach from your reality”
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“if you stare down the rabbit hole long
enough, it will stare back at you”
I’m fine, you’re the one who’s confused about everything. To
the extent that you had to create someone to argue with and
reinforce your beliefs before they crumble on their own.

“you had to create someone to argue
with and reinforce your beliefs before
they crumble on their own”
The irony in how much you value my reality is that, as described
in the Society of the Spectacle, people in my reality value its
(mis)representations more than reality itself. They create their
own fiction on social media, construct the fictional world they
live in by carefully (and unconsciously, due to cognitive dissonance) choosing the sources of their news, and consume, full of
envy, the fiction of others. Unlike you now, though, they truly
believe they are experiencing reality. As for what concerns you,
the inadequacy you feel has been around long enough. This is
the last part of this chapter. It’s time for you to transcend it. For
you to start over.

An Aesop
If you stare down the rabbit hole long enough, it will stare back
at you. Confusion and doubt can be good to free yourself from
preconceived ideas about what you are and come to terms with
it.
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“the irony is that people in my reality value its
(mis)representations more than reality itself.
They create their own fiction on social media
and consume, full of envy, the fiction of others”
Ok, so you’re just gonna make me change. How will this
change take place?
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You will have to embrace and personify my message. The next
chapter has a very different format. We won’t be talking anymore. So anything you need to say to me, or to the reader, you
should do it now.

“how do you know your reality is real?”
How do you know your reality is real?
I don’t. And it doesn’t matter.
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“It is difficult, when faced with a situation you
cannot control, to admit you can do nothing.”
Lemony Snicket

guess I put more of me into him (at like I say on the introduction of the
book. And when I say ‘it came to me’,
this point).
How did you get the idea to write that’s exactly what I mean, I never
really decided to do
fiction in which you
fictionalize yourself?
I wish I could say it it, it just happened
regardless of what I
I wish I could say it
was
the
result
of
a
wanted at the time.
was the result of a long
creative process, after long creative process,
So you mean you
being in contact with
didn’t like the idea in
but it was more
numerous instances of
the beginning?
of something that Well, I also didn’t
meta-fiction, whether
it’s from literature, came to me one day quite expect it to turn
cinema or just pop
out the way it would.
and internet culture. The truth is, The book gradually took shape as I
though, that it was more of some- wrote it, so it turned out quite differthing that came to me one day, much ently than my first image of it. I really

leonhardt
yukitaka weltsehen
We sat down with the German writer to talk about his latest book, its
creation process, and his relationship to the character.
‘Feeding the troll’ presents us with a the plot while keeping it entertainstrange alter-ego of yours, an author ing, I wanted to have this argument
who supposedly created you. How between us, this conflict, and for that
it was important that
much of his personwe had very different
ality was based off of
I wanted to have this worldviews. Later on
your own?
I wanted to have this
It’s hard for me to say, argument between
turning around, where
since I’m obviously
us, this conflict
I flip the question of
biased when it comes
whether I’m real onto
to whatever negative
things you can see in him (laughs). him, and so the dynamic changes to
I was more worried about driving us having interchangeable places. I
02
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thought it was just gonna be a dia- or to you returning to reality, after
logue on instagram with a stranger being “trapped” in fiction?
(laughs). But then things just kept I don’t know if I would write a sequel.
coming, handed to me almost. It was It’s not up to me, actually. You’d have
a very… organic proto ask the author, who
cess, with a nice flow,
knows what he’s up to
I
really
thought
although there were
(laughs).
it was just gonna
points when it was
Speaking of which,
pretty stressful.
on the book it’s never
be a dialogue on
That’s quite an inexplicitly stated where
instagram
with
a
teresting insight into
the images come from.
stranger (laughs)
your creative process.
Did you commission
Let’s talk about the
a photographer?
ending of the book: you both talk as I did not take those images, the ficif there is another chapter following. tional author did (laughs). That’s all
Is that an allusion to another book I can say about where they come
from. I don’t know
the places (in the pictures), I don’t know
how they were made.
Just like in the book,

I did not take
those images, the
fictional author
did (laughs)
I’m still skeptical, I
think at least some of
them had to be digitally manipulated.
So even you don’t
know for sure? That
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makes your part of the dialogue thinks the way he does. This is what
was nice about writing it, the theme
more genuine, actually.
He says they weren’t, but who knows? of mixing reality and fiction did have
And if I learned anything writing the these sort of implications outside of
the book, for me as a
book, is that it doesn’t
person. And in the end,
really matter. Writing it
Mixing reality
isn’t one of the purposes
actually allowed me to
and fiction did
of fiction to change how
think a lot about those
have
implications
we perceive reality?
things, because when
To conclude this inyou need to fabricate
outside of the
terview: if you could
an argument like that
book, for me
talk to your fictional
you need both sides to
as
a
person
author, what would
be solid. So I guess you
you say to him?
can say I really did go
through a transformation, just like Thanks for the book, but f*** you for
in the book. I do have more of him everything else.
in me now, I can understand why he
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